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Abstract—We consider the scenario that N sensors collaborate to
observe a single event. The sensors are distributed and can only
exchange messages through a network to reach a consensus about
the observed event. In this paper, we propose a very robust and
simple method using broadcast gossip algorithm to solve the
distributed hypothesis testing problem. The simulation result
shows that our method has good performance and is very energy
efficient comparing to existing methods.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provide an inexpensive,
convenient and powerful way for data gathering and
environment monitoring. The dense deployment, resource
constraints, and unattended nature of WSNs make the issue of
energy efficiency a primary design goal in this field [1],[2].
We focus on the scenario in which there are N distributed
sensors affected by noise observing a single event. The task is
to reach a consensus in the network about the event after
exchanging messages. This problem is known as distributed
hypothesis testing (DHT). Each node makes a conditionally
independent observation of the event and needs to know the
most probable event based on all observations. For the purpose
of energy saving, each sensor is limited to only communicate
with its neighbors (sensors in its transmission radius). To deal
with DHT problem, some novel approaches have been
proposed recently. Alayani et al [3] used belief propagation
(BP) [9] as a message passing strategy to solve the DHT
problem for a pre-specified network connectivity. This method
has several limitations. As mentioned in their paper, the
algorithm may fail to converge or converge to an inaccurate
estimate due to the unknown of asymptotic features in general
network topology. In addition, in WSNs, network topology
changes frequently because of obstacles, node failures, etc.;
meanwhile, there exists no result on the convergence of belief
propagation on networks with changing topologies. This
approach therefore is not properly suitable for WSNs.
Saligrama et al [11] introduced some modified belief
propagation algorithms to limit each of BP drawbacks.
Nevertheless, it still lacks a simple and unified solution to
overcome those all drawbacks.
Recently, R. Olfati-Saber et al [4] proposed a belief
consensus algorithm for solving the DHT problem. Belief
consensus, based on theoretical results of consensus algorithms
[5], is robust to link failures and converged under topology

changes. However, the system of [5] is able to reach a
consensus if and only if the common delay is smaller than a
given, topology-dependent, value. Moreover, the assumption of
homogeneous delays and symmetric links of consensus
protocol is not appropriate for modeling the propagation delay
in a typical WSN, where the delays are proportional to the
distance between the nodes and communication channels are
typically asymmetric.
In this paper, we propose a scheme using broadcast gossip
algorithm [8] to solve the DHT problem. Broadcast gossip
algorithm is a distributed, robust and simple algorithm that
always ensures the accuracy and convergence with probability
one for DHT problem. Further more, it has been proved to be
well suited in WSNs in context of performance and energy
efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
average consensus-based DHT problem is formulated in
Section II. In section III, we first briefly present the broadcast
gossip algorithm [8], and then describe our proposed scheme
combining the gossip algorithm and a maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimator to solve the DHT problem. Experimental
results are presented in section IV. Section V concludes the
paper.
II.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a connected undirected graph, which represents
the communication structure among sensors, G = (V , E ) with
vertex set V = {1, 2,..., N } and edge set E ⊂ V × V . For
each node i ∈ V , let N (i ) = { j | (i, j ) ∈ E} be the set of
neighbors of i , that is, the set of nodes within its radio range.
We focus on a Bayesian hypothesis testing problem, which
involves a set H = {H 1 , H 2 ,..., H M } of hypotheses, along
with a known prior probability distribution π 0 on H . We are
interested in estimating a true hypothesis based on a collection
of observations Y = (Y1 , Y2 ,..., YN ) where each entry
represents measurements taken by a distinct sensor. Assuming
that observations are conditionally independent given the true
hypothesis. That is, the conditional distribution of the
observation vector (Y1 , Y2 ,..., YN ) factors and it turns out that

the posterior probability π ( H m ) of hypothesis H m based on
these measurements satisfies

π ( H m | Y ) = απ 0 ( H m ) f (Y | H m ),

Much recent research has focused on various distributed
averaging algorithms. Distributed averaging, also known as the
distributed consensus problem, has been studied in context of
consensus problem [5], Metropolis weights [10], gossip
algorithms [6], [7], [8].

N

π ( H m | Y ) = απ 0 ( H m )∏ fi (Yi | H m ),

(1)

i =1

m = 1, 2,..., M .
We need to compute a MAP estimate, which is the
hypothesis with the largest posterior probability. In particular,
hypothesis H m* is a MAP estimate if
N

⎛

N

⎞

⎝

i =1

⎠

π 0 ( H m* )∏ fi (Yi | H m* ) = max ⎜ π 0 ( H m )∏ fi (Yi | H m ) ⎟ . (2)
m

i =1

In seminal work of Perl [10], the conditional probability

fi (Yi | H m ) is called the belief of node i in the network. Our
objective is to calculate the product of beliefs using distributed
algorithm. Taking the logarithm of both sides of (1) leads to

B. Broadcast Gossip Algorithm
Gossip is a well-known technique for distributed
computing in an arbitrarily connected network of nodes.
Gossip algorithm for distributed averaging problem has
received much attention [6], [7], [8]. In context of this paper,
we used asynchronous broadcast gossip algorithm [8] to solve
the distributed averaging problem. This algorithm is proved to
have better performance than others of [6], [7] when applying
to WSNs.
Suppose at time step t-th, node i ∈ {1, 2,..., n} clock
ticks. Node i is activated and the following events occur:
1. Node i broadcasts its current state value, xi (t ) over the
2.

network.
The broadcast value is successfully received by all
neighbors k∈ N (i ) .

3.

Each neighbor k ∈ N (i ) uses the broadcast value

N

log (π ( H m | Y ) ) ∝ log ( π 0 ( H m ) ) + ∑ log ( f i (Yi | H m ) )
i =1

xi (t ) to update its own state value according to:

∝ log (π 0 ( H m ) ) + N * Ave ( log ( f i (Yi | H m ) ) ) ,
i∈V

xk (t + 1) = γ xk (t ) + (1 − γ ) xi (t ), ∀k ∈ N (i ), (5)
where γ ∈ (0,1) is the mixing parameter of the

(3)
where Ave(.) denotes the average function.
Then the MAP estimate can be rewritten in the following
form:

4.

m* = arg max log ( π ( H m | Y ) )
m

= arg max ⎡log ( π 0 ( H m ) ) + N * Ave ( log ( fi (Yi | H m ) ) ) ⎤
m

⎣

⎦

i∈V

(4)
Thanks to (4), we can utilize a distributed averaging
algorithm to estimate the average logarithm of every node
belief and that will be used in the MAP estimation. We present
our approach in the following section.
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algorithm.
The remaining nodes in the network, including i, update
their state value as
(6)
xk (t + 1) = xk (t ), ∀k ∉ N (i ).

C. Broadcast Gossip based DHT (BGDHT) algorithm
We propose a new method to solve the DHT problem. First,
broadcast gossip is used to calculate the average of logarithm
of every sensor belief. Then a MAP estimator combines that
result with the prior probability to determine the most probable
hypothesis or event. This whole process is carried out by the
BGDHT algorithm presented below.

Suppose that each node i has measurement Yi of the
observed event.

In this section, we first introduce the distributed averaging
problem. Then we talk over broadcast gossip algorithm and
how to apply it to the DHT problem.

1.

Each node computes a vector of logarithm of
conditional probability
xi (0) = log fi (Yi | H m ), m = 1,..., M .
(7)

A. Distributed Average Consensus

2.

Apply broadcast gossip algorithm to achieve average
vector x .
Each node uses a MAP estimator to find out the most
possible event

Let xi (0) be a real-valued number (or a vector) assigned to
node i at time t=0 as node state, representing an observation of
some type. The distributed average consensus problem is to
N

compute iteratively the average (1/ N )

∑ x (0) at all nodes,
i

i =1

using only local state and communication with its neighbor
nodes.

3.

m* = arg max(log ( π 0 ( H m ) ) + N × x [ m]),
m

where x [ m] is the m-th element of vector x .

(8)

D. The problem of network size
The MAP estimate in (4) requires prior knowledge of the
number of sensors N. It will be simple if N is known at
deploying phase of the WSN; otherwise we have to estimate it.
We extend the broadcast gossip protocol above to let the WSN
reach a consensus on the number of nodes N, as follows.
Assume it can be ensured that only one node has set
xi (0) = 1 (e.g., the sink node), while all other nodes have set

having N x × N y cells. Each square block H ( hx , hy ) is
considered as a hypothesis for target location.

xi (0) = 0 at initialization. By using gossip algorithm, each
node obtains the average value x = 1/ n , which is the
reciprocal of the number of nodes.

Especially, in the case of equally prior probabilities
π 0 ( H i ) = π 0 ( H j ), ∀i, j ∈ {1,..., M }, i.e., all hypotheses are
equally likely to happen, then we do not need to estimate the
number of nodes because the MAP estimated in (4) becomes
the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE):

(

)⎦

m* = arg max ⎡ Ave log ( f i (Yi | H m ) ) ⎤ .
m

⎣

i∈V

(9)

Therefore (8) is reduced to simple form

m* = arg max( x [m]).

(10)

m

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the BGDHT algorithm, we consider the
problem of grid-based distributed target localization. In this
problem, target is positioned at an unknown position in the
sensor field and emits an isotropic signal. We would like to
estimate the source location using received signal energy
measurements taken at each sensor.

Figure 1. Uniform sensor deployment with N=100 nodes.

Based on a set of N t = 10000 observations (training data),
each sensor learns the statistical model of target location. The
distribution of received signal strength given the target location
is modeled by a Gaussian distribution

si ~ N ( μi (hx , hy ), σ i2 (hx , hy )).

(13)

An example of these distributions is given in figure 2.

We assume that noises at local sensors are i.i.d. samples of
2
a zero-mean Gaussian noise process ni ~ N (0, σ ).
The received signal strength at sensor i is modeled as
si = ai + ni , ai is the signal amplitude and is determined by

ai =

P0
1 + β d i2

,

(11)

where P0 is the signal power emitted by the target at distance
zeros, β is an adjustable constant (larger β implies faster

signal power decay), and d i is the distance between the target
and local sensor i:

d i = ( xi − xt ) 2 + ( yi − yt ) 2 .

(12)

In our simulation, we chose the parameter values
σ = 1, P0 = 1000, β = 1 .
As shown in figure 1, N sensors are uniformly deployed in
2
a region of interest (ROI) which is a square with area a . The
sensor field is divided into square-shaped grid

Figure 2. Gaussian distribution of received signal strength given target
location.

In localization stage, after taking measurements, each node
needs to calculate its beliefs. The probability that si lies in an

interval δ  1 can be approximated as
p ( si | H (hx , hy )) ≈ δ

⎛ ( s − μ (h , h ) )2 ⎞
i
i
x
y
⎟ . (14)
exp ⎜
⎜ σ i2 (hx , hy ) ⎟
2πσ i2 (hx , hy )
⎝
⎠
1

Since δ is a positive constant, it will be eventually
absorbed in the normalization constant of the posterior

probability and therefore it can be dropped. Hence, we apply
the following approximation for the beliefs calculated locally
by every sensor according to its statistical model learned from
training data:
⎛ ( s − μ (h , h ) )2 ⎞
i
i
x
y
⎟ . (15)
p( si | H ( hx , hy )) ≈
exp ⎜
⎜ σ i2 ( hx , hy ) ⎟
2πσ i2 ( hx , hy )
⎝
⎠
In general, each sensor constructs a set of N x × N y beliefs
1

which are input to our BGDHT algorithm. After some
iterations, the sensors asymptotically reach a common set of
beliefs that allow to choose the most likely hypothesis
H ( hx* , h*y ) corresponding to the target location.
Figure 3 depicts the convergence rate to consensus of our
BGDHT, belief consensus, and Metropolis algorithm. It is
obtained by averaging the total number of rounds incurred over
20 executions on a network of 100 nodes. As we can see, the
BGDHT outperforms the others in terms of communication
cost. The BGDHT requires fewer rounds of communications to
reach a consensus than the others.

Next, we examine the mean square error (MSE)
performance of the BGDHT algorithm through iterations and
compare its performance to those of belief consensus and
Metropolis algorithm. Figure 4 depicts the MSE versus the
number of radio transmissions. Of note is that the simulation
results are normalized by the largest corresponding output. The
GHDHT also has better MSE performance than the others.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new approach using broadcast
gossip mechanism for distributed hypothesis testing problem in
WSNs. Our approach does not suffer from limitations of
previous methods. It performs well in terms of convergence
speed and energy consumption. A detailed example is provided
for distributed source localization using a network of sensors
with self-constructed statistical models.
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